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India, Pakistan Asked To Remove
Barriers

Governor General Honours Palliative
Care Volunteers In Montreal

KARACHI: The trade potential between
India and Pakistan is estimated to be around
$20 billion against the current around $3bn,
according to a working paper published by

Governor general David Johnston was in
Montreal Tuesday to hand out the Governor
General's Caring Canadian Award to 10
palliative care volunteers. The award
winners all hail from the "Palli-Ami"
Foundation, and work in the palliative care
unit at the Notre Dame Hospital. There was
an award ceremony and a cocktail reception
at the hospital’s Mailloux Pavillion Tuesday
afternoon for the volunteers, who each have
at least a decade of experience working with
patients in palliative care. They were chosen
because of their compassion and their
professionalism while helping patients
facing their final days. Dominique Garant,
the director general of Palli-Ami, said the
honour is a reflection of the work of their
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ICRIER. However, non-trade barriers
(NTBs) and bureaucratic hurdles continue to
impede growth in the bilateral trade. To
foster dialogue in this regard, ‘Normalising
India-Pakistan Trade – 2nd Regional
Chambers of Commerce Roundtable’ was
held on Tuesday. The conference was
organised by the Federation of Pakistan
Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(FPCCI) in collaboration with Indian
Council for Research on International
Economic Relations (ICRIER) and Institute
of Business Administration (IBA). In his
key-note address, Dean and Director IBA Dr
Ishrat Hussain said, “Evidence-based
research was projected to be important for
improving the situation and academic
institutions can play a role in assisting
business community in thrashing traderelated issues on the basis of data and policy
analysis”. He stressed that the academic
institutions were not in the advocacy mode
but rather focusing on policy analysis.He
said that while the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (Asean) and other trade blocs
are expanding, Saarc’s performance
remained dismal due to the impediments
created by the India-Pakistan
issue.Summing up, he said that while the
government of Pakistan wants to normalise
trade with India and has all major political
parties on board, the consensus is nonexistent in India.In the welcome address,
FPCCI President Zubair Ahmed Malik
hoped that impediments to Indo-Pak trade
would be removed to boost bilateral trade.

entire team of palliative care volunteers- 56
in all. Johnston said the volunteers all share
two key characteristics.“One is a remarkable
empathy with people. And secondly is a
lovely sense of humor, a sense that one can
find joy in life even in very challenging
circumstances,” he said Martine Roy, one of
the award recipients, said finds it therapeutic
to work with the patients she works
with.“You know, we do get the recognition
from the patients … and that's very
enriching,” she said.Roy said working in
that field can be difficult when the patient’s
loved ones are having a hard time. She also
explained that while she realizes the patients
are sick physically, Roy said working in that
field can be difficult when the patient’s loved
ones are having a hard time. She also
explained that while she realizes the patients
are sick physically, she reminds herself that
when she’s working with them, they are as
alive as she is.“What these people do is they
remind me that (life) can be very short.
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affectionately by his clan name,
Madiba - had died shortly before
T h e Te e n a g e
21:00 local time (19:00
GMT). He said he would
Sci e n t i s t
receive a full state
Revolutionising Cancer
funeral, and flags
Detection
would be flown at
Pancreatic cancer 's high death
half-mast.
rate is partly blamed on the
Crowds have
difficulty of early detection.
gathered outside
Teenage scientist Jack Andraka has the house where
come up with a cheap and simple way M r M a n d e l a
to test for it. Pancreatic cancer is a died, some flying
killer – and one that is very hard to detect. One of the reasons its South African
survival rate is so poor that it has few symptoms in the early f l a g s a n d
stages. Partly spurred by the death of his uncle, 16-year-old w e a r i n g t h e
scientist and researcher Jack Andraka vowed to find a quick s h i r t s o f t h e
governing African
and cheap way to test for signs of the disease. Andraka's
National Congress,
research – incuding writing to 200 science professors – which Mr Mandela
led to him developing a dipstick diagnostic test
once led.The Nobel
which searches for a biomarker for pancreatic
Peace Prize laureate
cancer. It can also be used to test for lung
was one of the world's
and ovarian cancer. He tells Future
most revered statesmen
about his quest.
after preaching reconciliation
despite being imprisoned for 27
years.He had rarely been seen in public
Defying China, US
since officially retiring in 2004. He made his
Aircraft Fly Over East China Sea Without last public appearance in 2010, at the football
World Cup in South Africa.
Notification
Nelson Mandela, the revered South African Zardari To Be Indicted In Four Cases On
anti-apartheid icon who spent 27 years in Dec 9
prison, led his country to democracy and ISLAMABAD, Nov 26: An accountability
became its first black president, died court here fixed Dec 9 as the date for
Thursday at home. He was 95.He had been indicting former president Asif Ali Zardari

receiving intensive medical care at home for
a lung infection after spending three months
in hospital.Announcing the news on South
African national TV, President Jacob Zuma
said Mr Mandela was at peace."Our nation
has lost its greatest son," Mr Zuma said.Mr
Zuma said Mr Mandela - who is known
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in four corruption references.But the
judge, Mohammad Bashir, directed the
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) to
provide copies of the Cotecna reference to
Advocate Farooq H. Naek, the counsel of
Mr Zardari, after which the court would

indict him in another reference.After the
indictment, the court will commence
formal trial of Mr Zardari.In the Cotecna
reference, NAB has accused Mr Zardari of
receiving six per cent of the value ($131
million) of a pre-shipment inspection
contract awarded to the Swiss company,
Cotecna. Other references allege that Mr
Zardari received kickbacks from preshipment inspection company Société
Générale de Surveillance, granted a
licence to ARY Gold which caused a huge
loss to the national exchequer and received
illegal gratification and commission in the
purchase of Russian tractors under the
Awami Tractor Scheme. Raheel Sharif

Being Appointed New Army Chief
Pakistan
ISLAMABAD: After weeks of intense
speculation, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
has finally made the selection of two senior

army officers as Chief of Army Staff and
Chairman Joint Chief of Staff Committee.
Lt Gen Raheel Sharif is being appointed as
the COAS whereas Lt Gen Rashad
Mahmood is being appointed as the
CJCSC. Raheel was serving as Inspector
General Training and Evaluation whereas
Mahmood was serving as Chief of General
Staff before their elevation to the top posts.
Both senior generals met Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif earlier today where the
premier conveyed them the decision. The
two meetings are being viewed as of
immense significance as they come a day
before General Kayani’s retirement from
his post of army chief.An official
announcement of the appointments has
however not been made.
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1 Android 4.4 Kitkat
2

Break New Ground

As the winter season gets in with full
throttle, we recommend you the best shoes
in town. CAT! Get yourselves a pair of
classy boats this winter and give your
winter attire a completer look.

4

Delissio Contest

The is an awesome new contest
from Delissio Pizza Canada!
Trips, electronics gift cards AND
MORE!
The prize giveaways are based on
how many fans they get on their
page. The more fans, the more prizes they will giveaway.
Contest Ends April 30, 2014. Enter for the contest here:
https://www.facebook.com/Delissio/app_667375739960304

6

China
Retains World
Supercomputing
Crown
A supercomputer built by the Chinese government has
retained its crown as the world's most powerful system in the
latest ranking by a German university. The Top500 list of the
globe's fastest and most powerful supercomputers is compiled
twice a year by researchers at the University of Mannheim.
Topping the latest list is China's Tianhe-2, which can chew
through computation at 33.86 petaflops per second, or 33,863
trillion calculations per second. In second place was the IBMBuilt Titan, which scored 17.59 petaflop/sec.
www.syncmag.ca
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The Android 4.4 KitKat update
is now rolling out to both the
2012 and 2013 edition Nexus 7 models as well as the
Nexus 10. Owners of the Nexus 4 and cellular Nexus 7
models should fret, though, as they'll be updated "soon."
Have you ever owned any Nexus devices? If not, give it
try now!!

EDITOR’S PICKS
3 Warehouse One Sale
We just caught the New Sale
at Warehouse One! Save 30%
off Selected Jeans and Tops.
Hurry grab the opportunity
now, offer is valid for limited
time.
Get the offer at
http://www.warehouseone.
com/eng/categories/sale

5

FRIZZ FREE
The L'oreal
Professional Liss
Unlimited package
is there to tame the
most rebellious of
hair, consisting of the shampoo, masque and
dual-action serum. This complete hair care
system will help replenish and smooth even
rebellious hairs for a more manageable, frizzfree result.
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Paris-Lahore-Karachi Fashion Show
Paris-Lahore-Karachi fashion show, organised by
Totem Fashion, was held at the Cercle de l’Union
Interalliée, on Wednesday October 30th. An evening
dedicated to bridging the fashion industries within
the emerging world and Europe, as well as to
highlight the culture and heritage of Pakistan. Seven
emblematic Pakistani fashion designers included
HSY, Mohsin Ali, Munib Nawaz, Muse, Tapulicious,
The House of Kamiar Rokni displayed their
collections at the event. We are featuring Muse
Collection.

MUSE Collection
It was extremely fitting for 'Muse' a luxury label
inspired by everything Parisian to display its work at
the show. Muse did well to showcase a balance of
luxe silk woven brocade and their signature hand
sequined intricate pieces. The collection moved
from arabesque harem jumpsuits to fashion
forward androgynous shapes that are currently
overtaking style focus globally.

www.syncmag.ca
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Wonderful Tips to Make
Your Skin
Beautiful and Glowing
For you to look great you should have
beautiful skin Diet and exercise play an
important role when it comes to taking
steps to improve the health of your skin
beyond simply using good skin care
products. The following steps will make
you feel better and also have many
ancillary benefits when it comes to your
health and happiness.

® Dry Brush Exfoliation:
This should be done in the morning prior to
going in the shower. This gets rid of excess
dead skin, thus allowing your skin to detox.
This will also help with blood circulation
and decreases any puffiness. While this is a
great way to improve your skin condition it
also provides a calming effect through the
gentle pressure, which stimulates the
nervous system. With the help of a bristle
brush you can be on your way to a dry
brush exfoliation once a day in no time.
® Hydration:
This causes your digestion to slow down
and in turn leaves your body filled with
impurities for longer than it should. You
should try to drink 4 litres of water per day,

www.syncmag.ca
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at least. In order to make sure you meet this
target have a bottle of water with you at all
times throughout the day and you will find
it's easy to get through this amount without
thinking about it. Don't like drinking plain
water? Consider adding flavoring to your
water.
® Fibre:
Fibre will improve your diet and your skin
at the same time. Most people know that
this will make their skin glow, but few
know how to realistically eat their RDA of
fibre every day. Here are some tips to make
sure you manage
Æ Brown is better than white. Pasta and
bread both have up to ten times as
much fibre in them when you opt for
brown rather than white. This is an
easy dietary change for most people,
so at least give it a try and see if you
can make the shift.

Æ

Eat apples, and lots of them! Apples are
sweet and tasty. More importantly their
skins are jam packed with fibre. Try to
eat a couple of apples a day as a
contribution towards your 5 fruit and
vegetables.

® Get exercise:
If you fail to get exercise then you'll
notice your muscle tone turning to flab.
This has been said to lead to cellulite,
acne and bloating. None of which will

do your complexion any favours! That's
why you have to consider incorporating
an exercise plan into your lifestyle. This
shouldn't be a chore, and is an essential
part of a healthy lifestyle.
® Sugar:
Sugar may be sweet, but it doesn't do
your skin any favours. This is said to be
one of the major causes of ageing in the
skin. You can easily tackle this problem
through ensuring you’re not having any
more sugar in your diet than you have
to. This means that a sprinkle of sugar
on your cereal shouldn't be an option.
When it comes to tea and coffee, it's
easy to gradually reduce whether or not
you take sugar. If you currently take 2
spoonfuls, come down to zero half a
spoonfuls at a time.
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SUHAILA

NIAZI KHAN

“STYLE IS A WAY TO SAY WHO YOU ARE
WITHOUT HAVING TO SPEAK”
FROM A PERSONAL SHOPPER TO RETAIL THERAPIST AND
A DESIGNER SUHAILA IS A PERFECTIONIST. THE STYLE
DIVA IS SPICING UP THE RUNWAY IN HER OWN UNIQUE
WAY CREATING TIMELESS ONE IN ITS OWN PIECES TO
MAKE PEOPLE FEEL GOOD INSIDE OUT. THE MONTREAL
BORN FASHIONISTA DRESSED COUNTLESS CELEBRITIES
INCLUDING CELINE DION, JOHNNY DEPP, ANGELINA
JOLIE AND ROBERT DOWNEY JR.

Photography by:
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Syncmag’ team sit with Suhailaface behind Al-Shakour and get
to know about her!

Sync Rendezvous
of Mr. Khan’s grandfather (May he
rest in peace). Knowing that
something was missing in the fashion
industry and I say this because I
breathed it every day, made to
measure Couture, personal one on one
,, Retail therapy and MMC I mean
what women does not want to feel
special and have that one piece made
just for her..

Syncmag: Talk us through your
genesis in the fashion world. What
were your beginnings? Who are
your influences? Where did you
train, do you always know you
were going to be a designer?
Suhaila: Hello, I studied at La Salle
Syncmag: What’s your research
International College in Design and
process
like?
Marketing…as if 9 courses were not
Suhaila:
My research is based upon
enough, I opted to take a course at
my
clients,
their personality, their
Dawson College in Physiology, not
demands
and
requirements…I stay
realizing at that moment my love for
abreast
with
all
the current trends
fashion and Market. In fact I was
through
hands
on
personal shopping
being soulfully amused with the
experiences,
social
media and hard
whole Therapy behind Physiology.
copy
magazines.
Travelling
gives
My influences were many people; my
new
dimensions
to
ones
esthetical
teachers, my peers and my mom who
sense may it be overseas or in your
always sewed at home making all my
own
back yard.Peoples stories and my
unique pieces that I wore to school;
own as well...I feel the education I
(bumble skirts, MC hammer golden
have
received has more to do with
pants to name a few). Because of
personal
experiences from People
what I was continuously nominated
stories
as well as my own.......
for most stylish and
weirdest dressed for few
Syncmag: Do you have
This is a very tuff industry...in and out, and no
years..I always knew I
audience
in mind when you
wanted two things to help rules apply... You make your own...I had to always
design?
people feel good inside
Suhaila: Yes of course, each
be strong, and true to myself and my values.
out, so these two meshed
client of mine is a muse... our
well for me...
all
pieces have a name..
anything it has fallen in my favor. This is a
I
always
sit
with
them
and ask them what is
Syncmag: How did you go from being a very tuff industry...in and out, and no rules
missing
in
their
wardrobes,
what they
apply... You make your own...I had to
retailer and stylist to a designer?
would
like
to
cover
or
not
cover,
how they
Suhaila: I went from being a teacher in always be strong, and true to myself and my
want
to
feel.
And
I
always
take
into
Costume History and Trends to a sales values.
consideration
budget
and
time.
My
Person, to a buyer then to a Personal
audience
ranges
from
age
12,
as
my
Shopper but in my heart I knew being a Syncmag: What was your motivation
daughter’s,
to
having
a
great
silk
dress
to
retail therapist and a designer would work behind launching your own brand Alwear
with
tights
to
a
65
year
women
who
to my best advantage. I worked as a buyer in Shakour?
London England for Mexx Canada, then for Suhaila: Our company Al-Shakour My wants to feel like a movie star..
Ogilvy as a Manager and Buyer and then at Best friend Mr.Razi Khan who is now the
Holt Renfrew as a personal shopper studio President of Al-Shakour,, believed in me Syncmag: Each of your designs is a
services for many years... But like someone not knowing what he was getting himself limited piece, how do you see the cons
who has a hidden passion design was into ( not being from this crazy jungle of and pros of the decision?
always a part of me….with a lot of fear Fashion) said to me one day let’s make a Suhaila: Hmmmm Well at this moment we
being connected to it, because I was told difference ,, and help people, making a are building a brand so... this is all we can
after I graduated it was a long shot to be a business where we can help with charities handle plus our brand gives our clients the
as well..We started with no loan and no ultimate experience of being the one and
designer... at such a young age...
borrowed money, all my loyal clients’ help only owning a piece like that in the entire
Syncmag: As a woman what works in supported us and VOILA!!!!!!!!............Al city or World. That feeling itself is
your favor in this industry and when do Shakour was born... The name Al Shakour p r i c e l e s s … . T h e d e s i g n s , s e w i n g
comes from the Arabic language, means manufacturing is mostly done here in
you feel being a woman is an obstacle?
Suhaila: Being a woman never has an “THE ALL THANKFUL, Most grateful Montreal. Some special hand work is done
obstacle for me, thank goodness, if who gives appreciation”. This was the name with our amazing hand crafted partners

“

”

www.syncmag.ca
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SsBridal. we are Canadain Born and
Canadian made
support our quebec
economy, Rue Pigalle was our first retailer,
based on Queens Street in Toronto a
beautiful Parisean boutique bought a couple
of our exclusive scarves. Then came
Collage situated in Ogilvy downtown
iconic luxury brand House, now carries our
one of kind Exclusive silk Kaftans. Soon we
will brace out other ideas but at this moment
we are taking it step by step. Then of course,
our private clientele who support us all the
way... having the unique and exclusive
piece made to measure just for them.

Vol 1, Issue 33

Syncmag: What mediums do you work in
and love most?
Suhaila: TV, radio, talking to groups,
sharing stories, fashion shows, I love social
media, I mean sometimes Mr. Khan and I
are on a business call for hours, and we stop
and say Stop!!! Time to disconnect… (
Facebook ) ahahahah

“

Syncmag: Did the competition worry
you?
Suhaila: Not at all! Designers don't tend to
follow this trend because it needs a lot of
work. To each his own..l! A little bit of
healthy competition is always good ...
spices it up a bit..
Syncmag: What are your favorite A/W
2013 fashion and beauty trends?
Suhaila: Fur, texture and color, mind you
being a creature of habit I still love my
black... I go believing always be Big
(personality,) Bold (a statement piece, bag,
shoes, jewels) and of course beautiful
(inside and out). Don't follow style, let it
follows you…

09

It is never too late
to follow your dreams
and passions. We all
need to have faith
and an Angel.

opportunity that a friend of mine came to
me LUCO Marion and said this is for you!
So Al Shakour participated in it. It was for a
great cause and I still look back and say
WOW!!!!! It was a great and amazing
challenge making a dress out of bathroom
tissue, was really fun and gave me a new
appreciation of working with myself, a lot
of patience. We met amazing people such
Cashmere, Kruger and Strategic Objective

”

Syncmag: Where does your design
inspiration mostly come from?
S u h a i l a : Wo m e n ’s b o d i e s a n d
personalities, feeling their personalities,
strengths and looking and analyzing the
shapes…it is really a personal adventure..
Syncmag: You are the winner of Vote
Couture for the Cure, Cashmere
Bathroom Tissue’s unique, online
fundraising initiative for the Canadian
Breast Cancer Foundation. How was the
experience?
Suhaila: Yes that was an amazing
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: Today’s woman is busier than
ever, what is the one trick that will never
fail if you don’t have much time before
dashing out the door?
Suhaila: H ahaha...Remembering to
breath...close oven, iron, curling iron, kids
are fed, bathed clothed... and my cell phone
and lip gloss... Oh did I mention breath...life
is hectic and so different now… not like we
were in high school.. Being 40 gives you a
different perspective on life and you should
always, always remember that without the
Almighty nothing would be possible...

and many great other artists.. The support
was great…10 thousand dollars went to
Breast Cancer Foundation. Can you
imagine making a difference, one of our
fundamentals of Alshakour…!\
Syncmag: How do you balance your
personal life with the work demands?
Suhaila: With one golden bowling ball and
2 clear balloons…lol

www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: What next you are up to?
Suhaila: Well many projects for Al
Shakour and for me are in line... My
health, Happiness and Home are
important and its construction...
Business is a building block as well.
However, no fashion emergency can
be more important than your
happiness. I wish for all you out
there… men, women young or old, it is
never too late to follow your dreams
and passions. We all need to have faith
and an Angel.
Thank you for letting me share my voice
and Al Shakour’s Voice...
Good luck!!!!
The rest is a Surprise!! Shhhh
Believe and Magic will happen!!
Stay Healthy and Fashionablev

Special thanks to photography
and makeup Sanaa models
and everyone, especially our
families, friends, customers,
our Vendors.. Ogivly.Collange
and Rue Pigalle and of course,
The Almighty ...
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Thank you to the four Major Canadian
Born Fashion companies for
supporting Al-Shakour first fashion
show.. 2011 at The beautiful
Entrepot Dominion on St.Ambrose
- Birks
- The Hudson Bay
- Holt Renfrew
- Ogilvy

Al-Shakour Fall/Winter Collection
www.syncmag.ca
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Jacket
Racket!

Living in a place where the year
mostly consists of cold weather, gives
us Canadiens the perfect excuse to
have our winter wear up to the
trendiest styles with matching scarfs,
gloves, hats, & jackets!
Add tweed and boucle blazers to the
list to achieve an intellectual
sophistication that is oh-so-timeless.
There are options galore that will
make your head spin from classic
Western to fusion chic, so that you
just can’t help yourself.
www.syncmag.ca
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Quilting
Quilting no longer restricted to just
outerwear, everything from quilted clothing
to quilted detailing and accessories are being
pushed this year.From a practical perspective,
additional warmth is an obvious benefit, yet
the textural effect also adds an extra
dimension to any piece and will help give
your outfits a real sense of depth.

www.syncmag.ca
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Sync Paparazzi Montreal

ISA MCGILL FORMAL 2013
www.syncmag.ca
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Ayesha Siddiqui
Ayesha Siddiqui is a significant young contemporary
Pakistani Painter. She is a candidate for a doctorate in
Fine Arts (Studio Practice) at the University of the
Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan. She is a Punjab University
Gold Medallist in M.A Fine Arts and is also a Gold
Medallist in Master of Computer Science from The
National College, Lahore (University of South Asia).

......................................
During her distinguished
academic career she received
six gold medals, two of which
came from the President of
Pakistan. Siddiqui has the
honour of representing
Pakistan in the 13th and 14th
Asian art Biennale (2008 and
2010 respectively) in Dhaka
Bangladesh and in the 3rd and
4th Asian Art Expo in Beijing, China,
2011 and 2012. She has fourteen solo
shows of paintings and drawings to her credit and has
Ayesha Siddiqui's latest exhibition titled 'Unintelligible' held at the newly
located Momart Art Gallery, from Nov 21st to Nov 30th, 2013.

many countries. She has read papers at international seminars
and has published articles on the contemporary painting
trends in Pakistan, in various magazines and journals of
repute. Currently she is preparing for her fifteenth solo show
of paintings and is working on her book “Picture Wall of the
Lahore Fort”

- Ayesha Siddiqui

participated in numerous group shows in Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Jordan, China and U.K. Her paintings are
included in many important public and private collections in

Courtesy:
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Sync Paparazzi Pakistan

Ayesha Siddiqui - Momart Gallery Exhibition
www.syncmag.ca
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Khloe Kardashian Launches Her Brand LIPSY @ Iconic
www.syncmag.ca
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Drama R

Movie Re

The Dark World’

GHAYAL

Direction: Alan Taylor
Cast: Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman, Tom Hiddleston

Timing: Sunday, 08:00 pm
Channel: A-Plus

'Thor : The Dark World' comes two years after the first outing of the
crown prince of Asgard, with most of the same faces but with a
different director ( Alan Taylor, who
has, on his resume , a few episodes of
the TV series 'Game Of Thrones'). The
time has been spent in ramping up the
special effects, some of which are
gorgeous. Look out for a panoramic
view of Asgard, and the funeral of a
noble lady, all glitter and poignance.
Some of the inter-galactic chases are
quite eye-catching, too, despite the 3D.
But what mars the spectacle is the pace
( why do Hollywood superhero flicks
have to be so long? ), and the collection of leaden baddies, with no
personality.

Ghayal is written by Imran Ali Safir and directed by
Mohsin Talat Khan. The story of a wound. Richer and
prettier than her ordinarylooking and jealous friend
Farah, Aashi is forced to marry
her below-average but kindhearted cousin Jameel, after she
falls prey to Arshad’s lust. Farah
turns reckless after finding a
miracle of a match in Adeel who
is wealthy and handsome. Both
are unlike themselves. But their
hearts change with time which heals all wounds...

I Regret Not Studying–Kareena Kapoor
The gorgeous Kareena Kapoor whom
many envy for getting everything easily
has today revealed her biggest regrets
and that is not studying further.

As per sources, she said, “Be it a village
or a city, education is very important and
it always comes into you, education is
one of the most important things and we
should always encourage children to be
www.syncmag.ca
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educated, go to school, and go to
college.”
Kareena debut in Bollywood took place
when she was 20 and so her studies took
a backseat,”I think I couldn’t study as I
have always been interested in films.
But today I regret that. It is important to
be well read, at least a little bit.”
Kareena said this while promoting her
movie ‘Gori Tere Pyar Mein’ on ‘Kaun
Banega Crorepati.’
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Rumor
Actor Rowan Atkinson aka Mr Bean is the latest celebrity who has become a victim of
celebrity death hoax. Rumours started from a fake source that the 58-year-old actor
committed suicide after a producer removed him from Johnny English 3 film
project.This is not the first time Rowan Atkinson's hoax death reports have surfaced.
Earlier in Februray 2012, Wikipedia was fooled into believing Atkinson's death.
There were updates to his page on the website, including a date of death - 26
February, 2012 which were soon corrected.Representatives of Atkinson have
confirmed that the English actor is still alive and doing fine.

After upbeat dance number like 'Sari Ke Fall Sa', 'Maat Maari' and 'Gandi
Baat' the makers of Sonakshi Sinha and Shahid Kapoor's 'R... Rajkumar'
released the first love song 'Dhoka Dhadi' from the movie.Featuring the lead
actors, 'Dhoka Dhadi' starts soon after Shahid Kapoor heroically saves
Sonakshi Sinha from a bullet. The song is sung by one of Bollywood's current
top most singer Arijit Singh, who is the voice behind songs like 'Tum Hi Ho'
('Aashiqui 2') and 'Laal Isq' ('Ram-Leela').

Rolling Stones legend Mick Jagger is set to become a great
grandfather after his daughter Jade revealed that 21-year-old Assisi
is expecting her first child. The 70-year-old star is said to be
delighted with the news. Mick reportedly has no qualms about
becoming a great grandfather.
www.syncmag.ca
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Rumor
Come December 1, and filmmaker Karan Johar is all set to spill the beans on the
'reigning kings and queens' of Bollywood on his hit chat show 'Koffee With Karan'.
The filmmaker has a long list of impressive guest list for the fourth season of his chat
show, which has given rise to many controversies in the past. Bollywood's 'Dabangg'
Salman Khan, who has stayed away from 'Koffee With Karan' for the first three
seasons, will be the first guest of the season. This is Karan Johar's departure form the
tradition, as he has in the past opened the show with his close friend and superstar
Shah Rukh Khan.

A rock band in Pakistan is openly singing in support of teenager activist
Malala Yousufzai and has got good response despite the fundamentalist
elements in the country.The band 'Laal' has created two songs - 'Darte
hai bunduko wali ek nehati ladki se' and an English rock number 'You
give me hope Malala' which have been well received in most parts of
Pakistan, said its founder, writer, spokesman and lead vocalist Taimur.

US President Barack Obama should not have been given the Nobel Peace Prize in
2009, Hollywood actress Susan Sarandon has said citing his "not so great" record
on civil liberty and that he took too long to pull out of Iraq and Afghanistan."No
way! I mean we are talking about the Nobel Peace Prize, not at all," the actress said
during an interaction at International film festival of India (IFFI) in Goa, when
asked if Obama deserved a Nobel.
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Make Your Marriage Last Longer

Love is not enough to bind your relationship.
Here are a few points to make your marriage
last longer:
No marriage is perfect but if your marriage is
not strong enough, it can be very difficult to
keep it going for a very long time. Everybody
leads a busy life but if you do not work
towards having a happy life ahead together,
your marriage may break apart.

Make time for each other
One of the most important factors required to
keep your marriage going is taking out some
time for one another. It is crucial to
understand that your marriage is a large part
of your life and it deserves your time. Make an
effort to go out for dinner with your spouse,
movie or a drive over the weekend.
Plan your finances
It goes without saying that finances play a
very important role in your marriage.
According to polls and survey reports, nearly
40% of married people admit to lying to their
spouses about a particular purchase. Money

woes can have a serious impact on your
marriage. To avoid such problems, make sure
that you and your partner discuss and agree
upon hard financial ground rules and keep
those going for the rest of your lives.
Become a team
Address problems like a team; you cannot
operate alone in a marriage. Teamwork is
essential. Thus whether it is taking decisions
about your children or any other family
matters, make sure that the two of you deal
with the situation together. Not only will you
find solutions to the problem, but it will also
help your bond grow stronger.
Communication — a two way process
A lot of relationships fail because of
miscommunication. Communication should
not be a one way process in a relationship,
rather a two way one. For instance, if there is a
hint or vibe that your partner is disconnected
or unhappy about something, do not ignore
the signal. Approach and try to have a healthy
discussion about it.
Never stop surprising each other
Whether it is through loving embrace,
compliments, gifts, movie or dinner dates, do
not let the fire die in your marriage. For
example, send a bouquet of flowers for your
wife at home, or make something nice for
your husband for lunch and have it delivered
to him. Such small treats go a long way in
ensuring that you have an excellent marriage
in the long run.
Space is crucial
Space is important in a marriage as well. You

cannot obviously always be together. When
you give some space to your spouse in your
marriage, it becomes healthy and you have
room for love and care to grow.
Consciously care for your partner
Caring for your spouse should be
unconditional in your marriage. Since the two
of you have promised to spend the rest of your

lives together, being there for one another in
times of need or otherwise is essential. Such
qualities build security in your relationship.
Apart from this, your children also learn how
to care for their parents as well as others in the
family.
Take care of yourself
While it is extremely important to care for
your partner and love them, it is equally
crucial for you to take proper care of yourself
as well. When you are happy and fit, you get
positive feelings and this makes your
relationship work well.
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Chasing the relatively small target
of 219, the Proteas suffered two
Burglars Rob
early setbacks inside four
Abdul Razzaq Of
overs as Hashim Amla got
Cash, Passport
bowled off Junaid Khan
LAHORE: Pakistani alland Graeme Smith
rounder Abdul Razzaq lost his
fell prey to a a very
passport, gold and cash when
tight stumping call
burglars broke into his house in
off the bowling of
Lahore early Tuesday, the player M o h a m m a d
said.The incident is the latest piece of Hafeez.In the
bad luck for the 33-year-old, who was 1 3 t h o v e r ,
sent home from Pakistan’s ongoing tour Bilawal Bhatti
of South Africa after he injured his hamstring just two days before bowled Quinton
the first Twenty20 last week.“Robbers broke into my house at de Kock for 19
around 5:30 am through the washroom window and took away the r u n s . A f r i d i
locker from the room, which had my passport, around 38 ounces bowled AB de
of gold and 8,000 dollars and 2,500 pounds,” Razzaq told Villiers for a score
reporters.Lahore police said they suspected the thieves had
of 10 soon
prior information.Razzaq’s situation was unclear but
afterwards.With the
Pakistani cricketers in the past have been regularly
sturdy Jacques Kallis
summoned by tax authorities for not filing
on the crease, though,
returns and hiding valuables in their
South Africa looked set to
homes.
achieve the target until one of
Anwar Ali’s deliveries sneaked
under his bat and onto the stumps.

A Tale Of Two Tail-Enders: Pakistan's
Debutants Star In 23-Run Win

Blatter Slams European Media Over
Qatar

CAPE TOWN: Face-saving performances
by two debutants saw Pakistan claim a
historic 23-run victory in Cape Town on

KUALA LAMPUR: FIFA boss Sepp
Blatter condemned European media for
“attacking” 2022 World Cup hosts Qatar
Tuesday, days after slamming European
countries and companies over the
controversial tournament.The veteran
Swiss said media had been unfair to Qatar
as he made an impassioned defence of the

Sunday after dismissing a star-studded
South African lineup out for just 195 runs
in 48.1 overs, ESPNCricinfo reported.
Debutants Anwar Ali and Bilawal Bhatti
shone with impressive performances with
both bat and ball. Anwar claimed the two
crucial wickets of Jacques Kallis and
David Miller after making the top
individual score from Pakistan’s side (43),
and was awarded Man-of-the-match for
his performance. The short but skiddy and
pacy Bilawal also snatched three wickets
to follow up his 25-ball 39 runs, that gave
Pakistan a defendable total.South Africa
now trail the three-match series by 0-1.
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event to delegates at the Asian Football
Confederation (AFC) awards in Kuala
Lumpur.“It is not fair when the
international media and especially
European media are taking up the focus of
an Arab country here in Asia, and
attacking, criticising this country,” Blatter
said.“We are defending it. We have taken
the decision to play a World Cup in the
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Arab world and we have taken the decision
to play in Qatar and we will go and play
this… in 2022 in Qatar,” he added, to loud
applause at the gala dinner.The comments
come just a few days after the FIFA
president accused France and Germany of
pushing Qatar’s bid to host the World Cup
to suit their “economic interests”.He also
blamed European construction companies
after Amnesty International said migrant
workers at World Cup venues were being
treated like “animals”.

UEFA Champions League: United Target
Bayern Win To Focus On League
LEVERKUSEN: Rio Ferdinand wants
Manchester United to book their place in
the Champions League’s knock-out stages
by beating Bayer Leverkusen away on
Wednesday so they can focus on the
Premier League.Ferdinand wants United
to win at Leverkusen’s BayArena to
confirm their progression in Europe, so
they can return their focus on the Premier
League until next year’s knock-out stages.

“We want to finish the job, get it done early
so we can get back to the Premier League
and have nothing else distracting us,” said
Ferdinand.“They’re a well-equipped team
and it’s not going to be easy but we’re more
than capable.”United manager David
Moyes’ team top Group A with eight
points, just one ahead of hosts Leverkusen,
and both sides can guarantee their place in
the knock-out stages with a win.Should
Ukraine’s Shakhtar Donetsk lose at home
to Real Sociedad in the section’s other
game, United and Leverkusen would
progress with a draw.Ronaldo doubtful as
last-16 in sight for Madrid Real Madrid
will almost certainly be without Cristiano
Ronaldo as they look to mathematically
seal their place in the last-16 at home to
Galatasaray.“They can score at any time in
the game. That is why we always talk about
how important it is to keep clean sheets.”

